Deep learning techniques have been paramount in the last years, mainly due to their outstanding results in a number of applications. In this paper, we address the issue of fine-tuning parameters of Deep Belief Networks by means of meta-heuristics in which real-valued decision variables are described by quaternions. Such approaches essentially perform optimization in fitness landscapes that are mapped to a different representation based on hypercomplex numbers that may generate smoother surfaces. We therefore can map the optimization process onto a new space representation that is more suitable to learning parameters. Also, we proposed two approaches based on Harmony Search and quaternions that outperform the state-of-the-art results obtained so far in three public datasets for the reconstruction of binary images.
Introduction
In the last years, the need for a more insightful description of certain problems have fostered the research in the so-called deep learning techniques, which are based on the foundations of hierarchical brain processing. Therefore, one can stack single neural networks on top of each other to design a more complex model that can somehow learn different information tially aim at inducing sparsity into the models, thus preventing them from overfitting.
As aforementioned, since one can find very few works that deal with both meta-heuristic optimization and deep learning, it is very easy to track them down and to state the approach proposed in this paper outperformed all previous works with respect to the task of binary image reconstruction using Deep Belief Networks. In this paper, we move the problem of parameter optimization from Euclidean-based representations to Quaternions, which are a powerful mathematical tool that extends the complex number theory and are extensively used for crystallographic texture analysis and aircraft dynamics, for instance. Inspired in the works of [7, 6] , we propose two quaternion-based variants of the HS algorithm: the Quaternion Harmony Serch (QHS), and the Quaternion Improved Harmony Search (QIHS), being the former based on naïve Harmony Search, and the latter based on the Improved Harmony Search (IHS) [18] . Such variant allows HS to dynamically update its parameters, thus achieving better results. From another point of view, the approach proposed in this paper is similar to a tensor-based optimization, where each decision variable is mapped to a quaternion representation. Thus, the whole set of decision variables turns out to be a tensor.
Therefore, the main contributions of this paper are threefold: (i) to propose the Quaternion Harmony Search and (ii) the Quaternion Improved Harmony Search, and (iii) to model the task of fine-tuning parameters of Deep Belief Networks in the quaternion space. In this paper, we focused on the Harmony Search due to its efficiency during the optimization process, since it does not update all possible solutions in a single iteration, but only one.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents theoretical details about quaternions, Harmony Search, and Deep Belief Networks, while Sections 3 and 4 discuss the methodology and experiments, respectively, and Section 5 states conclusions and future works.
Theoretical Background

Quaternion Algebra
Quaternions are mostly known to provide a convenient mathematical formulation to handle with orientations and rotations of objects in threedimensional spaces. Their applications span from computer science, robotics, navigation, and flight dynamics, just to name a few. Quaternions with unit norm are also known as versors [25] hypercomplex numbers [14] , which can be used to rotate any other quaternion. Such operations of rotations are usually quite expensive by means of standard algebra, which makes quaternions even more appealing.
A quaternion q is composed of real and complex numbers, i.e., q = x 0 + x 1 i + x 2 j + x 3 k, where x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ∈ ℜ and i, j, k are imaginary numbers that follow the following set of equations:
and
In short, a quaternion q is represented in a 4-dimensional space over the real numbers, i.e., ℜ 4 . Actually, depending on the application, we can consider the real numbers only, as the one addressed in this work.
Given two quaternions q 1 = x 0 +x 1 i+x 2 j+x 3 k and q 2 = y 0 +y 1 i+y 2 j+y 3 k, the quaternion algebra defines a set of main operations [4] . The addition, for instance, can be defined by:
while the subtraction is defined as follows:
Another important operation is the norm, which maps a given quaternion to a real-valued number, as follows:
Finally, Fister et al. [7, 6] introduced two other operations, qrand and qzero. The former initializes a given quaternion with values drawn from a Gaussian distribution, and it can be defined as follows:
The latter function initialized a quaternion with zero values, as follows:
Although there are other operations, we defined only the ones employed in this work.
Harmony Search
Harmony Search is an optimization algorithm based on the way musicians create their songs. Roughly speaking, the idea is to model each decision variable as a musical instrument, and the optimization task is then reduced to find the set of instruments that generate a song with the "best" harmony as possible [8] . The notion of best is encoded as the fitness value of the function to be maximized/minimized.
Basically, the Harmony Search works by generating only one solution per iteration, the so-called "harmony", which is created based on two main principles: (i) values (musical notes/instruments) that have been used in the past, and (ii) new values generated at random that somehow encode the inspiration of the musician. In short, Harmony Search is quite simple and works well in several applications.
In this section, we first introduce the naïve HS to the reader, followed by the IHS background and the proposed QHS and QIHS.
Standard Harmony Search
Let H = (h 1 , h 2 , . . . , h N ) be a set of harmonies that compose the socalled "Harmony Memory", such that h i ∈ ℜ M . The HS algorithm generates after each iteration a new harmony vectorĥ based on memory considerations, pitch adjustments, and randomization (music improvisation). Further, the new harmony vectorĥ is evaluated in order to be accepted in the harmony memory: ifĥ is better than the worst harmony, the latter is then replaced by the new harmony.
In regard to the memory consideration step, the idea is to model the process of creating songs, in which the musician can use his/her memories to create a new song. This process is modelled by the Harmony Memory Considering Rate (HMCR) parameter, which is the probability of choosing one value from the historic values stored in the harmony memory, being (1 − HMCR) the probability of randomly choosing one feasible value, as follows:ĥ j = h j A with probability HMCR θ ∈ ϕ j with probability (1-HMCR),
where A ∼ U(1, 2, . . . , N), and ϕ = {ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . , ϕ M } stands for the set of feasible values for each decision variable. Further, every component j of the new harmony vectorĥ is examined to determine whether it should be pitch-adjusted or not, which is controlled by the Pitch Adjusting Rate (PAR) variable, according to Equation 10:
The above equation concerns shifting the neighbouring values of some decision variable in the harmony, where ϱ is an arbitrary distance bandwidth, and β ∼ U(0, 1).
Improved Harmony Search
The Improved Harmony Search [18] differs from traditional HS by updating the PAR and ϱ values dynamically. The PAR updating formulation at time step t is given by:
where T stands for the number of iterations, and P AR min and P AR max denote the minimum and maximum PAR values, respectively. In regard to the bandwidth value at time step t, it is computed as follows:
where ϱ min and ϱ max stand for the minimum and maximum values of ϱ, respectively. Notice the PAR values (Equation 11) increase at a constant rate along the iterations. Essentially, the PAR variable is used to generate new solutions in the neighborhood of a given harmony (Equation 10). As the number of iterations increases, meta-heuristic optimization algorithms tend to prevail the exploitation step, i.e. the search for better solutions are concentrated in even small (local) regions of the feature space. In case of IHS, by increasing the PAR values, one can increase the probability of generating new solutions as the number of iterations increases either. However, one should consider Equation 12 either. As the number of iterations increases, the step (variable ϱ) used to generating new solutions (Equation 10) also decreases.
Quaternion-based Harmony Search
The proposed approaches aim at mapping the problem of optimizing variables in the Euclidean space to the quaternions space. As aforementioned, the idea is to obtain smoother representations of the fitness landscape, thus making the problem easier to handle.
In the standard Harmony Search, each harmony h i ∈ ℜ M , i = 1, 2, . . . , N is modeled as an array containing M variables to be optimized, such that h ij ∈ ℜ. In both QHS and QIHS, each decision variable j is now represented by a quaternion q j ∈ ℜ 4 , such that each harmony can be seen as a matrix h
. Therefore, each harmony is no longer an array of decision variables, but a matrix instead.
However, we can map each quaternion to a real-valued number in order to use standard HS/IHS. Basically, one has to compute h ij = N(h ′ ij ), i = 1, 2 . . . , N and j = 1, 2, . . . , M. Further, the standard HS/IHS procedure can be executed as usual. But note the optimization process is conducted at quaternion level, which means QHS/QIHS aims finding the quaternions for each decision variable such that their norm values minimize the fitness function. An ordinary HS/IHS aims at learning values for each decision variable that minimizes the fitness function. More details about the quaternion-based optimization process can be found in Section 3.2.
Deep Belief Networks
In this section, we describe the main concepts related to Deep Belief Networks, but with a special attention to the theoretical background of RBMs, which are the basis for DBN understanding.
Restricted Boltzmann Machines
Restricted Boltzmann Machines are usually referred to as energy-based stochastic neural networks composed of two layers of neurons, in which the learning phase is conducted by means of an unsupervised fashion. Figure 1 depicts the architecture of a Restricted Boltzmann Machine, which comprises a visible layer v with m units and a hidden layer h with n units. The realvalued m × n matrix W models the weights between visible and hidden neurons, where w ij stands for the weight between the visible unit v i and the hidden unit h j . Let us assume v and h as the binary visible and hidden units, respectively. In other words, v ∈ {0, 1} m and h ∈ {0, 1} n . The energy function of a Restricted Boltzmann Machine is given by:
where a and b stand for the biases of visible and hidden units, respectively. The probability of a configuration (v, h) is computed as follows:
being the denominator a normalization factor that stands for all possible configurations involving the visible and hidden units. In short, the RBM learning algorithm aims at estimating W, a and b.
Learning Algorithm
The parameters of an RBM can be optimized by performing stochastic gradient ascent on the log-likelihood of training patterns. Given a training sample (visible unit), its probability is computed over all possible hidden vectors, as follows:
In order to update the weights and biases, it is necessary to compute the derivatives of the logarithm of P (v) with respect to w ij , a i and b i , thus leading to the following equations:
where
In this case, σ(·) stands for the logistic sigmoid function. Noticeṽ andh stand for the reconstructed (sampled) versions of the input v and hidden units h, respectively.
Stacked Restricted Boltzmann Machines
Truly speaking, DBNs are composed of a set of stacked RBMs, being each of them trained using the learning algorithm presented in Section 2.3.2 in a greedy fashion, which means an RBM at a certain layer does not consider others during its learning procedure. Suppose we have a DBN composed of L layers, being W i the weight matrix of RBM at layer i. Additionally, the hidden units at layer i become the input units to the layer i + 1.
The approach proposed by [13] for the training step of DBNs also considers a fine-tuning as a final step after the training of each RBM. Such procedure can be performed by means of a Backpropagation or Gradient descent algorithm, for instance, in order to adjust the matrices W i , i = 1, 2, . . . , L. The optimization algorithm aims at minimizing some error measure considering the output of an additional layer placed at the top of the DBN after its former greedy training. Such layer is often composed of softmax or logistic units, or even some supervised pattern recognition technique. Figure 2 depicts an example of a DBN with three layers (the same used in the experimental section). In this context, we have W = {W 1 , W 2 , W 3 } as the set of weight matrices, and h = {h 1 , h 2 , h 3 } as the set of hidden layers. In this case, W i stands for the weight matrix between layers i and i + 1, and h j denotes the j th hidden layer. One can observe at every two layers we have a standard RBM, which is trained greedily, i.e. we do not consider anything else other than the two layers that compose the current RBM during the learning procedure. 
Methodology
In this section, we describe the datasets, experimental setup and the proposed approach to model DBN fine-tuning by means of quaternions.
Datasets
We validate DBN fine-tuning in the task of binary image reconstruction over three public datasets, as described below:
• MNIST dataset 1 : it is composed of images of handwritten digits. The original version contains a training set with 60, 000 images from digits '0'-'9', as well as a test set with 10, 000 images. We preprocess the data according to the methodology used Papa et al. [24] .
• CalTech 101 Silhouettes Data Set 2 : it is based on the former Caltech 101 dataset, and it comprises silhouettes of images from 101 classes with resolution of 28 × 28. Notice we used only the training and test sets, since our optimization model aims at minimizing the MSE error over the training set.
• Semeion Handwritten Digit Data Set 3 : this dataset contains 1,593 binary images of manuscript digits with resolution of 16×16 from around 80 persons. We employed the whole dataset in the experimental section. In regard to this dataset, we used 2% for training and the remaining 98% for testing purposes. Figure 3 displays some training examples from the aforementioned datasets, which were partitioned in 2% for the training set and 98% to compose the test set.
DBN Fine-Tuning as an Optimization Problem
Usually, Restricted Boltzmann Machines require the setting up of four main parameters: the learning rate η, number of hidden units n, momentum ϕ and weight decay λ. Since Deep Belief Nets stack RBMs on top of each other, if one has L layers, then each harmony encodes 4L variables to be optimized. However, as the training procedure of DBNs are greedy-wise, which means each layer is trained independently, only 4 variables are optimized per layer.
In this work, we initialized all harmonies with random values for the further application of the optimization techniques. In this work, we used the following ranges concerning the parameters: n ∈ [5, 100], η ∈ [0.1, 0.9], λ ∈ [0.1, 0.9] and ϕ ∈ [0.00001, 0.01]. In order to fulfill the requirements of any optimization technique, one shall design a fitness function to guide the search into the best solutions. In this paper, we used the mean squared error (MSE) over the training set considering the task of binary image reconstruction as the fitness function. Therefore, we adopted the very same methodology used by Papa et al. [24] to allow a fair comparison against the works. Figure 4 depicts the model used in this paper to encode a standard optimization problem on each harmony. As aforementioned, although we have a 4L-dimensional harmony, only 4 variables are used at time. In regard to the source-code, we used an implementation provided by LibOPT [23] .
The approach proposed in this paper models each harmony as a tensor, since each decision variable is now a 4-dimensional quaternion. Therefore, the problem of optimizing each decision variable (real-valued number) is now mapped to a problem of optimizing a 4-dimensional vector in the quaternions space. Figure 5 illustrates the above situation.
Although the number of hidden units (n) is integer-valued, Harmony Search does not have equations based on velocity and other mechanisms often employed by swarm-based optimization techniques. Since each decision 
Figure 5: Quaternion-based encoding process.
variable that composes the harmony is initialized within its predefined range, when we create a new harmony we need to go through Equation 9 and further Equation 10 . The first equation just generates a new random value within the range of each decision variable with probability 1 − HMCR, or it simply takes a value from the harmony memory with probability HMCR. Therefore, Equation 9 does work within the range of each decision variable. With respect to Equation 10 , an integer number can be mapped to a real one with probability P AR. In this case, we just map that number to its nearest integer (round operation).
Optimization Techniques
We compared the proposed QHS and QIHS against a random initialization of the parameters (RS), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [15, 36] , and the Hyperopt library using random search (Hyper-RS) and Tree of Parzen Estimators (Hyper-TPE) [2] . Additionally, we evaluated five HS variants: (i) IHS, (ii) Global-best Harmony Search (GHS) [19] , (iii) Novel Global Harmony Search (NGHS) [38] , (iv) Self-adaptive Global Best Harmony Search (SGHS) [20] and (v) Parameter-setting-free Harmony Search (PSF-HS) [9] . We also evaluated the robustness of parameter fine-tuning using three distinct DBN models: one layer (1L), two layers (2L) and three layers (3L). Notice the 1L approach stands for the standard RBM.
Finally, Table 1 presents the parameters used for each optimization technique according to [24] . We used 5 agents (initial solutions) for all optimization techniques during 50 iterations for convergence. The p m and LP parameters stand for the probability of mutation and learning period of NGHS and SGHS techniques, respectively. 
Technique
Parameters PSO c 1 = 1.7, c 2 = 1.7, w = 0.7 HS/QHS HMCR = 0.7, P AR = 0.7, ϱ = 10 IHS/QIHS HMCR = 0.7, P AR MIN = 0.1
We have conducted a hold-out procedure with 20 randomly generated training and test sets, 10 iterations for the learning procedure of each RBM, and mini-batches of size 20. In addition, we also considered three learning algorithms: Contrastive Divergence (CD) [11] , Persistent Contrastive Divergence (PCD) [33] and Fast Persistent Contrastive Divergence (FPCD) [34] . Finally, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test [37] with significance of 0.05 was used for statistical validation purposes.
Experiments
In this section, we present the experimental results concerning the task of binary image reconstruction. Tables 2, 3 Clearly, one can observe QHS and QIHS obtained the best results so far for all datasets, thus outperforming the recent results obtained by [24] with IHS optimization technique. Notice no significant difference among the number of layers or the training algorithm could be observed. That is an interesting point, since it is expected that more layers would be helpful to a better description of the images. In fact, such behaviour can be observed for some HS-based techniques, such as IHS and HS-PSF considering MNIST dataset. Additionally, PSO seemed to behave similarly, since the best results were obtained with one layer only.
In regard to Semeion Handwritten Digit dataset, which poses a greater challenge (i.e., we obtained higher reconstruction errors), the more layers one has, the lower the reconstruction errors are for all optimization techniques, except for QHS and QIHS. Probably, as the proposed approaches converge faster than traditional ones, the number of layers may not be so important, since we restricted the convergence process to only 10 iterations. Regarding this dataset, the best results excluding QHS and QIHS were obtained by PSO, Hyper-RS and Hyper-TPE. As a matter of fact, it might be expected that swarm-based optimization techniques converge faster, since they share new solutions among all particles, thus updating them all. We have observed PSO results are more competitive when the problem gets more complex, such as in Caltech 101 and Semeion Handwritten Digit dataset. That leads us to think about quaternion-based versions of Particle Swarm Optimization either, which seems to be fruitful to the research community.
Although QHS and QIHS obtained the lowest errors over Caltech 101 Silhouettes dataset, IHS achieved similar results if we consider the statistical evaluation. In fact, IHS with FPCD and 3 layers obtained results quite close to the ones obtained by QHS/QIHS with CD and 1 layer only. That is an interesting point, since it shows us that QHS/QIHS can achieve similar or even better results than HS-based techniques with less layers, i.e. with a simpler neural architecture.
Usually, FPCD takes longer to converge [34] . As we have used the very same number of iterations for convergence (i.e., 10 iterations), it is expected FPCD did not obtain similar results to those achieved by both CD and PCD. Figure 6 displays the convergence curve (MSE) of QHS and QIHS during the first execution of the cross-validation procedure for the first layer considering MNIST dataset, CD and FPCD training algorithms. Although both techniques tend to converge when one increases the number of iterations, CD clearly converges faster than FPCD for both QHS and QIHS. Notice we are not using too many learning iterations, which is often required by FPCD. Once more, the idea of this paper is to show we can fine-tune DBNs properly with a limited number of iterations. Another way of comparing quaternion-based and standard HS techniques [24] 0 is to consider the values of the logarithm of the pseudo-likelihood (PL) when estimating the difference between the input training pattern and the output sampled by the DBN learning algorithm. Since the idea is to maximize the logarithm of PL, the higher these values, the better the technique is. Figure 7 displays a comparison among HS, IHS, QHS and QIHS considering MNIST dataset at the very first layer of the first execution of the cross-validation procedure using CD. Clearly, the proposed techniques can obtain much better values for the logarithm of pseudo-likelihood, which means they can learn more accurate models than standard HS-based optimization techniques. Probably, one main shortcoming of quaternion-based optimization concerns with the computational load, which is usually, at least, twice more expensive than traditional techniques. The problem is related to the computation of the norm for each decision variable, which requires a loop with 4 more iterations.
Conclusions
This paper dealt with the problem of DBN parameter fine-tuning by means of quaternion-based optimization techniques. The idea is to map the traditional Euclidean space, commonly used by most of optimization techniques, to a probably smoother fitness landscape on the quaternions space. The two proposed approaches, i.e. QHS and QIHS, showed to be more effective concerning the task of binary image reconstruction than standard techniques based on Harmony Search, thus outperforming very recent state-of-the-art results. However, one main shortcoming concerns with their computational load, which is at least twice more expensive than traditional techniques.
In regard to future works, we intend to implement different variants of the Harmony Search to work on the quaternions space, as well as we aim at finding different search space representations. Another approach would be to consider more than one space during the optimization process in order to learn a hybrid manifold that can benefit from different representations.
